
A database when central-
ized, it has the following
advantages.

Common data for all users.
No separate data storages,
hence no data duplications.
Since records are centrally main-
tained and updated, the accuracy
level and up-to-date ness is high.

The data is high in consistence.
Provides flexibility in a way that
the data can be shared by multiple
users at a given time.

Components of a database

Data : Raw information such as
names ( peter , Michael), address-
es, dates, product categories etc.
Fields :Specific
data location such
as first Name,
Surname,
Profession,
Designation,
Address etc.
Records : A set of
field relevant to a
particular entry.
All fields related
tone customer
makes a   
Customer record.

Tables : Table is a
collection of
records that have
similar data. Ex:
all student details
for MIP - CIM can
be stored in a table.

Databases:
Database is a collec-
tion of all the tables
relating to a particu-
lar set of informa-
tion.
Ex: Customer data-

base consist all cus-
tomer information.

Data Manipulation

A comprehensive
database can be
manipulated in such
a way it provides fol-
lowing options.

- Find records
- Sort records in
order.- Filter records
- Interrogate records
- Count and calcula-
tion     - Customized
formats

Databases, depend-
ing on the type of
information they
aim to collect, can be
categorized as con-
tacts Databases and
Customer Databases.

Planning market-
ing campaign

Direct mail

Marketing research &
planning

Contact planning

Segmentation 

Segmentation is a
process by which con-

sumers are grouped together
according to identifiable character-
istics that are relevant to their buy-
ing behavior.

Criteria for segmentation

Segmentation becomes
effective when the seg-
ment fulfils following
criteria.

Measurable     :

Information must be available to
assess the segment viability
Accessible        : The segment
should be reachable with the
selected marketing mix
Substantial      : The segment
should be large enough and profit
potential
Unique             : Individuals and
group within the segment should
act/ respond to the marketing mix
Broadly similar manner.
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